
True North Trading 
 
Date: 06.01.14 
Status: currently under development 
Expected launch: end 06.2014 
Indices: 6E, 6J, CL, GC, NG, SI 
Operation: 6:00 ~2:00 pm EST daily 
Presentation: live room; charts, entries, exits, P/L per trade 
Public access: 200 max; web based presentation (OmNovia, Go2Webinar) 
Room attendance: one 5 day trial ($50); monthly membership at $350 per month 
 
Thank you for your kind interest in the True North public trade room. As traders, we understand that volume 
(buyers, sellers) and resulting price operate as a fluid continuum reflecting the laws of supply and demand.  
Traders also assess previous horizontals (pivots, S/R, Fib), price patterns (H&S, wedges) and other 
historical data to attempt to “fingerprint” such continuums in a manner that permits determination of best 
entries for trade execution. At Tesseract, they use search pattern recognition programs (SPRP) to identify 
ideal trade entries. When executed, each ideal entry is sim modeled with 10 different exit strategies (5 fixed 
target; 5 trailing stop), from which 10 individual P/L results are captured. We spend many months (per 
index) to capture a vast informational vault of several thousand ideal historical trade entries (and P/L from 
all 10 exits). Then, as ideal entries are identified in real time, the same SPRP retrieves the 100 best 
matching historical entry patterns as well as their best exits as well as expected P/L - all before the trade is 
called. True North uses fingerprints to help us find best entries, best exits for maximal P/L, from which we 
run prospective reviews over time to substantiate and validate the worthiness of each trade. We not only 
predict the trade, we predict is expected P/L.  We are finishing the prospective reviews now.  
 
The efforts above use computational nonparametric statistics and shadow probability so as to trade in a 
more productive manner. Trades in the live room will be shown in real time, executed in real time and P/L 
posted after each trade. Trials (5 days) will be provided at nominal cost to discourage redundancy and to 
reserve capacity for genuine interest; monthly memberships will be available.  
 
We expect completion of our prospective data assessments by end of June 2014 and soon thereafter with 
public domain aspect of the room set-up. Interest has been steep; access will be limited.  
 
With kind regards, April, Director of Trade Services  
True North Trading 
 
Ps: please review also: True North Index Track Record & the Dark Side of Any and All Track Record Summaries 


